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Abstract: - The tooth's pH has an impact on the tooth cavity, which mostly develops as a result of cariogenic bacteria interacting with the 

carbohydrates in meals. For this purpose, pH sensor has been developed along with the in-house developed analog front end. Developed 

pH sensor shows change in the resistance when exposed to the tooth’s pH. This change in the resistance is measured with the help of a 

voltage divider circuit followed by a unity gain buffer. Unity gain buffer is used to avoid the loading effect. Further, the output of and 

buffer is given to the microcontroller and subsequently to an ESP module for Internet of Things (IoT) communication. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The main cause of tooth decay, which is a lack of attention to oral cleanliness, is a fatal situation for teeth, which 

results in tooth loss [1-2]. When cariogenic bacteria and the carbohydrates on the tooth come into contact, tooth 

decay begins to develop. This bacteria produces organic acid as a byproduct, which interacts with the tooth and 

interferes with the balanced tooth restoration mechanism [3–4]. There is a lack of mechanisms for early detection 

and quick control actions, which would prevent major tooth loss and improve quality of life. The typical testing 

technique used by dentists today includes visual inspection, and for this purpose, dental explorers are frequently 

utilised by dentists [5–6]. However, for the visual inspection, a high level of technical knowledge is required; 

otherwise, the inspection may produce incorrect results. Aside from that, it is critical to develop a strategy for 

predicting dental cavity diagnoses and providing quantitative data. In addition to the aforementioned procedures, 

precautions must be taken when utilising dental explorers to avoid infection or fractures [7-9]. As a result, there 

are few diagnostic techniques for diagnostic tests that are accurate and provide quantitative data when taking into 

consideration the non-invasive approach of identifying tooth cavities. 

Researchers and dentists have investigated the combination of visual inspection with other techniques such as 

radiographic examination [10–12], pH detection [13–14], and fluorescence [12–15] in order to reduce tooth loss 

caused by improper cavity prediction. Desist receives the gray-scale image during radiographic inspection, which 

is mapped to the density loss as a result of mineral content. However, this method has some major drawbacks, 

including low selectivity and sensitivity, which reduces the accuracy of dental decay detection. Thus, some 

researchers have reported the use of pH detection and fluorescence-based inspection techniques to improve 

detection accuracy. Intriguingly, pH detection is chosen above the other two tooth cavity detection techniques 

partly because it directly correlates with the bacterial activity inside the tooth.    

Researchers have reported several types of sensors and electrode systems for pH measurement in the tooth cavity, 

including the fabrication of antimony electrodes [16–18], pH imaging [19], and ion-sensitive field effect 

transistors (ISFETs) [20–22]. The primary problem with antimony electrodes is that they produce toxic elements 

that are harmful to organisms that live. pH imaging dental cavity detection delivers incredibly accurate results, but 

the main disadvantage is the acquisition device, which is enormous and impractical for patients to use. In earlier 

published work, where they also used pH imaging devices and linked the data with dental caries, they explained 

the impact of pH data on the tooth cavity [20]. Researchers designed and fabricated the ISFET for pH sensing 

using advances in micro-sensor fabrication technology. The main disadvantage of this technique is the high cost of 
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fabricating the ISFET, as well as the large amount of data required to comprehend its reliability in clinical 

trials.Thus, the impetus for designing a low-cost sensor that can detect pH and map the detected pH to the dental 

cavity. For this purpose, we have fabricated the pH sensor to detect the tooth cavity, which is reported in our 

earlier work[28]. However, for the ease of use and to provide the accurate control measures analog front end plays 

a pivotal role. Thus, in this work we have explored the analog front end designed for the tooth cavity pH sensor.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 pH sensor for tooth cavity measurement 

The fabrication of the pH sensor used in this work has been reported in our earlier work [28]. Our study explored 

the PH value of the tooth is highly correlated with the tooth cavity. Fig. 1 (a) shows that first we have fabricated 

the IDEs on the PCB and rGO is drop casted on it. Then the fabricated sensor is exposed to different pH solution 

ranging from 4 to 12. Sensor transfer characteristics viz. sensitivity, response time, accuracy, etc. has been tested 

the sensor under laboratory conditions reported in our earlier work [28]. 

Fig. 1 (b) shows that rGO is utilised as the sensing film that is drop casted on the fabricated sensor during 

measurements, and it is covering the entire surface area of the sensor. Further, we have observed that fabricated 

sensor resistance increases with increase in the pH values as discussed in the previous paper [28]. Further we have 

analysed the sensor’s change in resistance with the help of Keithley multi-meter (DMM 6500) when exposed to 

various pH sample ranging from 4 to 12 as depicted in Fig. 1 (b) 

 

Figure. 1 (a) fabricated sensor and (b) experimental set-up used for the lab testing 

2.2 Developed hardware 

Fig. 2 (a) shows the process flow chart of the system design and testing protocol. For this process first, the designs 

of the circuit were made in three main sections i.e. power supply voltage, micro-controller voltage and sensor 

output voltage. Before starting the measurements, it has to be ensured that all the section should get the desired 

voltage and the current levels for proper operation. Once it is done then only we will get the desired voltage values 

from all the modules. Fig. 2 (b) represent the block diagram of the system on the printed circuit board (PCB). For 

using system board testing, we have divided the board into three sections: (i) the power supply section, (ii) the IC 

voltage section, and (iii) the sensor output section. This section. The power supply section ensures to deliver the 

required power to the entire system, which comprise of sensor, analog front end, and microcontroller and Wi-Fi 

module.  

Further, we have used the battery for power section area, power supply section has been designed to power the 

complete system as shown in Fig. 2 (b) first block area i.e. Li-ion battery rated at 4.2V, 2200 mAh capacity is 

used. Power supply voltage regulators are requisite for providing a regulated voltage to the entire system. During 

measurements we have monitored the battery voltage to testing the circuit board.We have used microcontroller 

At-mega 328, IC voltage regulator, resistive-based pH sensor, which is interfaced with the developed hardware. 

As depicted in Fig. 2 (b), each block sequentially followed the testing protocol.  
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Figure 2: Flow chart for testing of the developed hardware, (b) block diagram for the proposed hardware 

Fig. 3 (a) shows the schematic circuit, which is designed in the EAGLE software. It comprise of four major 

sections viz (i) main power section to gives the supply voltage to the system, (ii) ESP8266 Wi-Fi module is 

included, which is used to send data on the server, (iii) microcontroller to control the system and manage the 

sensor output data and (iv) voltage divider circuit.  Power supply section generates the 3.3 V and microcontroller 

unit takes the data from voltage divider circuit and then that value will be transferred to the server with the help of 

Wi-Fi module. Fig. 2(b) shows a layout design of the circuit, which shows the routing information of the 

schematic. 

 

Figure. 3 (a) shows the actual schematic circuit and (b) board made using the Eagle software. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Simulation  

It is important to validate the relation between the change in resistance of the sensor due to pH and output voltage 

of the developed hardware with the help of simulation. For this purpose, we have used the TINA-TI software, 

where voltage divider circuit followed by an unity gain buffer is used. Fig. 4 shows the simulation results 

achieved using the TINA TI for various resistance (for corresponding pH values) and their respective voltage 

values. From Fig. 4 (a), it is evident that, we have fixed the value of resistance26 KΩ(corresponding to pH 12) 

then by using developed hardware, which comprise of voltage divider followed by buffer generated 2.71 V at the 

output. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 4 (b), we changed the resistor value 22.4 KΩ(corresponding to pH value 9)then 

at the output 2.52V has been observed. Further as depicted in Fig. 4 (c) when resistance is 22 KΩ(corresponding 

PH value is 7) then the circuit generates 2.50 V at output. Likewise, as depicted in Fig. 5 (d) when sensor 

resistance is 21.8 K ohms (corresponding pH value is 4) then the circuit generates 2.49 voltage at output. 
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Figure 4: Simulation result for the proposed hardware 

3.2 Lab testing  

Fig. 5 shows the testing of the different section areas, viz battery voltage, regulator IC voltage and output voltage 

of the voltage divider circuit (when fabricated sensor is connected).  Fig. 5 (a) shows the battery voltage in the 

multi-meter. Further, the battery is connected to the regulator is, which is designed to generate 3.3 V. As depicted 

in Fig. 5 (b) voltage regulator generates 3.24 V, which shows the absolute error of the voltage regulator is about 

60 mV less. Further, Fig. 5 (c) shows the voltage divider circuit output when fabricated pH sensor is connected to 

it.For this purpose,we have first dropcasted the pH on the fabricated sensor ensuring that entire sensor area is 

covered with the pH sample and corresponding voltage is measured with the help of a digital multimeter. It has 

been observed that with decrease in the pH value, the voltage of the circuit decreases, which is attributed to the 

decrease in the resistance of the sensor. 

 

Figure 5: Testing of the developed hardware, (a) battery voltage, (b) output voltage of the regulator IC and 

(c) voltage divider circuit output when pH is dropcasted on the fabricated sensor. 

By using the experimental set-up described in section 3.2, it has been observed that the fabricated pH sensor 

voltage value increases with an increase in the pH samples coverage on sensing areas.Further, from Fig. 6 (a) it is 

evident that if the resistance changes when exposed to pH values from ranges (4 to 12) the voltage of the circuit 

increase. Thus, our experimental results show that with increase in the pH value (ranging from 4 to 12), then 

voltage value increases, which is in agreement with the simulation results as described in section 3.1. 

Further, it is very important that the measured voltage using the developed hardware needs to be accurate in order 

to avoid error in the measurement systems. For this purpose, we have measured the voltage using developed 

hardware and benchmarked with the Keithley digital multimeter (DMM6500). Fig. 6 (b) shows the 

benchmarkingof the measuredvoltages using Keithley multimeter with developed hardware. From Fig. (b) it is 

evident that measured voltage between developed hardware follows linearly with the DMM6500. Further, the 

main objective of the analog front end is to measure the resistance of the sensor which is related to the pH (as 

shown in Fig. 6.1) with minimal error. Thus, to analyse the measured resistance measured using developed 
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hardware and benchmark with the Keithley digital multimeter (DMM6500), we have connected the standard 

resistor in the voltage divider circuit and also the value of the standard resistor is measured using the Keithley 

digital multimeter (DMM6500). Fig. 6 (c) depicted that the measured resistance value using multimeter with 

developed hardware, which ensured the good linearity between both the methods used for the resistance 

measurements. 

 

Figure 6: (a) relation between the measured voltage using the developed hardware and pH values, (b) 

benchmarking of the measured voltage using Keithley digital multimeter (DMM6500) and developed 

hardware, (c) benchmarking of the measured resistance using Keithley digital multimeter (DMM6500) and 

developed hardware. 

3.3 IOT Data transmission to Matlab 

The proposed analog design circuit as mentioned above converts the change in resistance to voltage and 

microcontroller is used for data acquisition. As shown in Fig.3.a ESP8266 Wi-Fi module is connected to a 

microcontroller via UART interface which is also called as transmitting module. Similar receiver Wi-Fi module is 

connected to a laptop, and it is responsible to collect all the data from transmitter module and send it to Matlab 

Wi-Fi ThingSpeak [27]. ThingSpeak is inbuilt Matlab API to process real-time data and the data received to 

Matlab’s wifi ThingSpeak is used for data visualization and to publish data of the transmitter module hardware to 

the Internet of Things.  

3.4 PCA and K-Mean Clustering 

The data collected from Matlab’s ThingSpeak is used for further analysis and given to PCA and K-mean 

algorithm. PCA clustersthe PH data based on the changed in resistance value and K-mean classify the PH-data 

and describe whether tooth cavity is present or not. As shown in Fig. 8 (a) shows the PCA and k-mean results of 

the data that is collected from the developed hardware. As explained in previous section rGO sensor has been 

tested with proposed hardware circuit for 4 different Ph values i.e. 4, 7.5, 9 and 12 respectively. Sensor response 

to different Ph value with different pattern and these patterns given to PCA and K-Mean classifier and it is 

observed that all Ph values are separated out properly. Total 40 experiments were performed with rGO sensor to 

create Training data sets. And for testing two Ph Sample were taken i.e. 7.5 and 12. When PH 7.5 sample was 

given as test sample it was able to properly classify with PH-7.5 group. Similarly, When PH 12 sample was given 

as test sample it was able to properly classify with PH-12 group. 

 

Figure 8: PCA and K-Mean cluster data for different PH values representing tooth cavity. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a cost effective, portable, and affordable IoT enabled tooth cavity system is developed and 

demonstrated. It has rGO based resistive sensors as a main component to measure the PH value by changing its 

resistance and it is measured by proposed analog front-endcircuit. The front-end analog circuit convert the change 

in resistance to voltage and this change is measured by microcontroller. Microcontroller measure this change in 

voltage via ADC and transfer the measured data to Matlab’s ThinkSpeak via Wi-Fi Module. The data collected by 

Matlab ThinkSpeak is further processed by PCA and K-Mean which is used for the tooth cavity detection.  
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